Explaining Bacterial Dispersion on Leaf Surfaces with an Individual-Based Model (PHYLLOSIM)
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Abstract

We developed the individual-based model PHYLLOSIM to explain observed variation in the size of bacterial clusters on plant leaf surfaces (the phyllosphere). Specifically, we tested how different ‘waterscapes’ impacted the diffusion of nutrients from the leaf interior to the surface and the growth of individual bacteria on these nutrients. In the ‘null’ model or more complex ‘patchy’ models, the surface was covered with a continuous water film or with water drops of equal or different volumes, respectively. While these models predicted the growth of individual bacterial immigrants into clusters of variable sizes, they were unable to reproduce experimentally derived, previously published patterns of dispersion which were characterized by a much larger variation in cluster sizes and a disproportionate occurrence of clusters consisting of only one or two bacteria. The fit of model predictions to experimental data was about equally poor (<5%) regardless of whether the water films were continuous or patchy. Only by allowing individual bacteria to detach from developing clusters and re-attach elsewhere to start a new cluster, did PHYLLOSIM come much closer to reproducing experimental observations. The goodness of fit including detachment increased to about 70–80% for all waterscapes. Predictions of this ‘detachment’ model were further supported by the visualization and quantification of bacterial detachment and attachment events at an agarose-water interface. Thus, both model and experiment suggest that detachment of bacterial cells from clusters is an important mechanism underlying bacterial exploration of the phyllosphere.

Introduction

Plant foliage (also known as the phyllosphere) supports large populations of bacteria on its surface, as high as $10^7$ per square centimeter [1], [2]. Under the microscope, these bacterial colonizers are typically seen organized in aggregates or clusters [3]. In a key experimental study, Monier and Lindow [4] found that up to 50% of Pseudomonas syringae bacteria on bean leaves were located in clusters of 10^2 cells or more after 8 days of incubation. To explain this highly clumped dispersion of bacteria on leaf surfaces, Monier [5] proposed a conceptual model which assumes that 1) immigrant bacteria arrive on the leaf as single cells in a random spatial pattern and 2) only a few sites on the leaf offer conditions that allow bacterial growth. The growth of cells in these conducive sites, but not of those in other sites, results in a transition from an initial pattern of randomly distributed single immigrant cells to a pattern of clumped distribution of bacteria in clusters that represent progeny of successful immigrants [6]. This model of leaf colonization has been corroborated experimentally by recent studies using a bacterial bioreporter for reproductive success [7]. Specifically, it was demonstrated that bacterial immigrants to the leaf surface vary in their ability to produce offspring, suggesting that indeed the leaf consists of sites differing in conduciveness to cluster formation [8].

A major contributing factor to the lateral variation in bacterial clustering on leaf surfaces is the heterogeneous distribution of free water [9]. Without water, bacteria cannot grow, are subject to desiccation stress, and will eventually die [10]. Veins and trichomes retain water longer than other parts of the leaf cuticle [11] and represent sites where bacteria may be better protected from water stress. Also, the prolonged presence of water at these sites may increase the local availability of nutrients. Most leaf nutrients such as sugar photosynthates originate from the plant’s interior and by diffusion through the cuticle end up on the leaf surface [12], [13], where they are used by bacteria on the leaf surface [14]. Water droplets on a leaf surface are effective sinks for the outward diffusion of these sugars [15]. The rate of diffusion is a function not only of the volume of a water droplet and the rate at which bacteria in the droplet consume the sugars, but also the hydrophobicity of the cuticle (which determines the contact angle of the water droplet and thus the area over which sugars may diffuse) and the thickness or composition of the cuticle (which determines its permeability). All these factors are likely to contribute to the heterogeneity in nutrient availability for bacterial colonizers and to the spatial and temporal variation in bacterial cluster sizes.

As a key step towards a more complete understanding of the complexity of water-dependent processes influencing bacterial
cluster formation on leaf surfaces, we have developed PHYLLO-
SIM (after PHYLLOsphere SIMulation). Using an approach
known as pattern-oriented modeling which aims to match
observed patterns with model-generated patterns and adjusts
the processes or parameters of the model in order to improve
the match between observed and predicted patterns [16], we
simulated different ‘waterscapes’ to test how each affected the
diffusion of sugar to the leaf surface and cluster formation by
individual bacteria. Previously, Pérez-Velázquez et al. [17] have
modeled the growth of bacterial colonies on leaf surfaces by
assuming that each colony grows until it reaches a pre-assigned
carrying capacity. Carrying capacities of colonies were assumed to
be log-normally distributed, thereby imposing a log-normal size
distribution as a basic pattern rather than explaining it. Their
colony-based approach was also unable to capture the experi-
mental time courses showing trends over 8 days of observation [4],
as colonies in the model reached carrying capacity quickly and
further dynamics were then driven by stochastic fluctuations. Our
approach is not colony-based but individual-based, spatially
explicit and more mechanistic in that we do not assume sites to
have a certain carrying capacity but model the leakage of nutrients
through the plant cuticle by diffusion. The goal of our model was
to identify the processes required to reproduce bacterial clustering
patterns that were documented in the previously mentioned study
by Monier and Lindow [4]. In their study, greenhouse-grown bean
plants were inoculated with the bacterium Pseudomonas syringae
and incubated for up to 8 days under conditions of 100% relative
humidity. At this point, bacterial cells were found in a wide range
of cluster sizes, from single cells to over 10^6 cells per cluster. We
present our PHYLLOSIM-based findings as a series of observa-
tions based on models with increasing complexity, from a simple
water film covering the leaf surface, to water drops of different
sizes, and inclusion of a scenario in which bacteria were able to
detach from existing clusters and relocate to form new clusters
elsewhere on the same leaf, as has been suggested recently [17].
We also present an experimental setup that was specifically
designed to study the dynamics of surface detachment/reattach-
ment and that involves interrogation of GFP-based bacterial
bioreporters in simulated ‘waterscapes’ on agarose surfaces.
Combined with PHYLLOSIM, this setup will not only aid our
understanding of bacterial dispersion on plant leaves, but also has
application potential to the bacterial colonization of other
(non)living surfaces.

Results

PHYLLOSIM is an individual-based model of phyllosphere
colonization built in part on the previously published model of
sugar diffusion across plant leaf cuticles [15]. In PHYLLOSIM,
this diffused sugar is consumed by individual bacterial cells,
leading to an increase in cell biomass and the production of
daughter cells by binary fission. Details of the model, which
requires the freely available NetLogo environment to run [18], are
described in Table 1 and in the section Materials and Methods, in
compliance with the ODD (Overview, Design concepts and
Details) framework of Grimm et al. [19]. Our goal was to use
PHYLLOSIM to reproduce the experimentally observed bacterial
clustering patterns on leaves as reported by Monier and Lindow
[4] (Figure 1). PHYLLOSIM consists of a 2-dimensional grid
representing 1 mm^2 of leaf area, onto which virtual bacterial cells
were inoculated within the confines of different waterscapes
(Figure 2 and Table 2). In the ‘null’ model the water covered the
entire leaf surface uniformly as a continuous water film (Figure 2a).
In the more complex ‘patchy water’ models, the leaf surface was
covered by four equally sized water drops (Figure 2b) or by four
drops with different volumes and contact areas (Figure 2c).

With the PHYLLOSIM ‘null’ model (i.e. continuous water
film), bacterial cluster sizes varied between 64 and 256, 256 and
2048, or 512 and 4096 cells after 2, 8, or 16 days of incubation
respectively (Figure 3a). In the more complex ‘patchy water’
scenarios, a similar pattern was found (Figure 3b and 3c), although
there was more variation in cluster sizes, especially when the leaf
was covered with water drops of different volumes. In that case,
cluster sizes varied between 32 and 512, 128 and 2048, or 256 and
4096 cells after 2, 8 or 16 days of incubation (Figure 3c). This
increase in variation was expected given that different drop
volumes result in different contact areas and therefore rates of
diffusion across the cuticle and different sugar availabilities to
epiphytic bacteria in those drops [15]. Importantly, we note that in
all cases, no small clusters existed after day 0. This is a major
deviation from the experimental data, which show many single
cells or cells in clusters of 2–4 cells throughout the 8 days of
observation (Figure 1).

We repeated the simulations with the three water scenarios but
now assuming that single cells could detach from developing
clusters. Our hypothesis was that this would result in a better
match with the experimental data’s high relative abundance of

Figure 1. Bacterial cluster sizes on bean leaves, as reported by
Monier and Lindow [4]. Shown is the frequency distribution of
bacterial cluster sizes on leaf surfaces before inoculation (‘non inoc’) and
0, 2, and 8 days after inoculation with the bacterium P. syringae pv.
syringae strain B728a. Data for each time point are an aggregate of
measurements from three leaves and were normalized per square
millimeter. Also shown is the distribution of cluster sizes of inoculated P.
syringae cells (‘0 days – non inoc’) which was calculated by subtracting
‘non inoc’ cluster sizes from cluster sizes observed after inoculation with
P. syringae (‘0 days’). Data shown in this figure are available in Excel
format as Supplementary Information (Table S5).

Figure 2. Different ‘waterscapes’ on 1 mm^2 of a virtual leaf
surface. Null model: landscape covered by a water film (A), ‘patchy
water model’: landscape covered by water drops of the same volume
(B) or covered by water drops of different volumes (C). For drop
volumes and area coverage, see Table 2.

Figure 2. Different ‘waterscapes’ on 1 mm^2 of a virtual leaf
surface. Null model: landscape covered by a water film (A), ‘patchy
water model’: landscape covered by water drops of the same volume
(B) or covered by water drops of different volumes (C). For drop
volumes and area coverage, see Table 2.
small clusters. We simulated a range of probabilities of detachment for newly formed cells (2.5%, 5% and 10%), and indeed observed in all simulations an increase in the number of small clusters consisting of only one or two cells (Figure 4). The introduction of detachment also led to an increased range of cluster sizes. For example, with a detachment probability of 5% in the ‘null’ model, cluster sizes varied between 1 and 899, 1 and 3425, or 1 and 6689 cells after 2, 8, or 16 days of incubation, respectively (Figure 4a). A similar effect of detachment was found with the ‘patchy water’ model scenario at 2 and 8 days (Figure 5). Conversely, F values versus observed cluster size distributions for each of the six modeled scenarios at 2 and 8 days (Figure 5). F values of bacterium 299R::JBA28 (which constitutively express GFP) were inoculated onto the surface of a flat agarose patch of defined medium containing fructose as a carbon source. This patch was then brought into contact with a droplet of the same medium but devoid of a carbon source. Bacteria could thus occupy either the solid agarose surface or the liquid phase. Bacteria that were attached to the gel medium were visualized over time using epifluorescence microscopy. At the time of inoculation, bacteria were attached to the surface as single cells or as groups of no more than two cells (Figure 6a). When a bacterial cell or group of cells disappeared from the field of view (i.e. the agar surface), we concluded that it had detached from the surface into the liquid phase. During the course of the experiment, several cells remained attached and successfully reproduced, forming clusters of up to 11 phase. During the course of the experiment, several cells remained attached and successfully reproduced, forming clusters of up to 11 cells (Figure 6b). After 3 hours of incubation, single bacteria started to re-attach to the agarose surface, and some of these started to divide (Figure 6b). After 5 hours of incubation, we observed a wide distribution of cluster sizes, with the majority of clusters consisting of 1 or 2 cells (Figure 6c). From the data, using the PHYLLOSIM assumption that only newly formed cells can detach from a cluster, we calculated a detachment probability of approximately 30% for this experimental setup. In a variation on this experiment, we used a derivative of Pa299R::JBA28 carrying plasmid pCPP39, which is also known as CUSPER [8] based on its ability to report a cell’s reproductive success through dilution of GFP over consecutive cell divisions. This CUSPER strain features IPTG-inducible expression of GFP, so that cells can be loaded with green fluorescence [7]. Upon release of these cells onto the agarose, no new GFP is formed in the cells (because IPTG is absent) and the previously produced GFP is diluted from cells as a consequence of binary fission. This means that the GFP content of each individual

Table 1. Equations and parameters used in PHYLLOSIM.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Value</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Reference</th>
<th>Notes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>System size</td>
<td>1 * 10^6</td>
<td>* 10^6</td>
<td>* 10^6</td>
<td>[14]</td>
<td>Doubling time 1.7 h</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grid element size</td>
<td>200</td>
<td>* 10^6</td>
<td>* 10^6</td>
<td>[14]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Maximum growth rate</td>
<td>μ_max</td>
<td>1.11 * 10^{-4}</td>
<td>s^{-1}</td>
<td>[15]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Substrate affinity constant</td>
<td>K_s</td>
<td>0.3</td>
<td>g m^{-3}</td>
<td>[15]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Concentration of sugars in apoplast</td>
<td>C_{apop}</td>
<td>18</td>
<td>g m^{-3}</td>
<td>[45]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Permeability of the cuticle</td>
<td>P</td>
<td>2.78 * 10^{-10}</td>
<td>m s^{-1}</td>
<td>[15]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fructose requirement per cell doubling</td>
<td>f</td>
<td>3.0 * 10^{-13}</td>
<td>g</td>
<td>[15]</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Initial conditions

- Average of the number of bacterial cells per 1 mm² domain N_0 = 10
- Average normalized biomass of each bacterial cell B_0 = 1.5

Equations

1) A = \pi \cdot \sin^2 a \cdot (3V/(1 + (2 \cdot 3 \cdot \cos^2 a)^2)) \cdot (2 - 3 \cdot \cos a)/(\sqrt{a})

2) C_{sink} = V \cdot C_{sink} \cdot \Delta t/(F(t) - U(t))/V

3) U_{sink} = \Delta t \cdot \Sigma (G_{sink} - 1)/V

4) G_{sink} = f \cdot \Sigma (G_{sink} - 1)/V

5) U_{sink} = \Delta t \cdot \Sigma (G_{sink} - 1)/V

6) B_{sink} = \Delta t \cdot \Sigma (G_{sink} - 1)/V

\Delta t = \text{time step, } 60 \text{ s} \quad \text{[14]}

Rules

1) If B_i \geq 2, the bacterial cell divides. The biomass is split equally between the parent and daughter cell.

\text{doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0075633.t001}
CUSPER cell can be used as a quantitative measure for the number of divisions a cell has undergone. The results of this experiment are presented in Figure 7. Over the course of 6 hours, most clusters contained fewer cells than would be predicted based on the GFP content of cells that make up each cluster, suggesting that these clusters lost cells to the liquid phase. The lack of large clusters in the liquid phase may indicate that single cells rather than larger clusters detach from the surface (Figure 7b). Some cells on the surface occurred in clusters of 1 or 2 cells (Figure 7a, circled in blue or red, respectively) and were similar in GFP content to the majority of cells in the liquid phase, suggesting that they had re-attached recently from the liquid to the surface.

Discussion

Using PHYLLOSIM, we demonstrated that experimentally observed patterns of bacterial dispersion and cluster sizes on leaf surfaces could not be explained based solely on variation in the patchiness of the leaf waterscape and in the leaching of nutrients which is linked to this variation. While we did not exhaustively test all possible waterscapes, the ones that we did test (i.e. continuous water film, water drops of same size, and water drops of different sizes) resulted in patterns that did not differ much from each other. More importantly, none of the resulting patterns resembled the experimental observation that throughout the initial stages of leaf colonization a large number of cells occur in small clusters. Instead, we found that observed patterns could be recreated by assuming a scenario of bacterial detachment and relocation and that this was more or less independent of the tested waterscape (Figure 4). We note that the experimental data were obtained under conditions of 100% relative humidity, where it is likely that water is retained and covers large areas of the leaf surface as assumed in the model. Under these conditions, detachment and re-attachment of bacteria appear to be sufficient to explain the observed dispersion patterns and variation in cluster sizes.

Pérez-Velázquez et al. [17] recently published a model of phyllosphere colonization. They visually compared model results with observed distributions of bacterial cluster sizes on leaf surfaces. Like our quantitative comparison of model predictions with data, their qualitative comparison clearly indicated the need for detachment to explain the abundance of small clusters. However, they partially imposed the pattern they wanted to explain. Specifically, they assumed that growth of clusters is logistic, where a given cluster can only grow to a maximum size, the carrying capacity, and that these maximum sizes are log-normally distributed. Since growth rate in the model was assumed to be 0.4 h⁻¹ the colonies rapidly reached the carrying capacities. Hence, the cluster size distribution in the model changed only due

![Figure 3. Effect of water distribution on bacterial clustering patterns without detachment, averaged over 3 replicate simulations. A) landscape covered by a water film, B) landscape covered by the same amount of water but in drops of the same volume, C) landscape covered by the same amount of water but in drops of different volumes. Data shown in this figure are available in Excel format (Table S6). doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0075633.g003](https://www.plosone.org/article/file/10.1371/journal.pone.0075633.g003)
Figure 4. Effect of detachment of cells (probability of 5% after division) on bacterial clustering patterns in combination with effect of water distribution, averaged over 3 replicate simulations. A) landscape covered by a water film, B) landscape covered by water drops of the same volume, C) landscape covered by water drops of different volumes. Data shown in this figure are available in Excel format (Table S1).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0075633.g004

Figure 5. Fit of the frequency distribution of colony size predicted by PHYLLOSIM with those observed by Monier and Lindow [4] calculated according to equation (1). Fit (F) ranges from 0 (no fit) to 1 (perfect fit). Different letters indicate significant differences at α = 0.05 among all scenarios. Data shown in this figure are available in Excel format (Table S2).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0075633.g005
to stochastic processes after the initial 1–2 days, while experimental data show trends over the entire 8 days observed [4]. In contrast, PHYLLOSIM does not make any a priori assumptions about the cluster size distribution, such as putting a limit on the number of offspring of a founding cell. Instead, PHYLLOSIM-generated predictions resulted from underlying mechanisms such as attachment, growth by substrate consumption, substrate diffusion, cell division and detachment. In PHYLLOSIM, the ability of founding cells to produce offspring and form clusters depended only on the environment, i.e. the volume of the water drop it landed in and the number of other cells in that drop. Another way in which the model of Pérez-Velázquez et al. [17] differs from PHYLLOSIM is that it is not spatially explicit. This means that it cannot constrain the paths along which nutrients can diffuse or along which detached bacteria may relocate to start a new colony. Such constraints are likely to be in effect on real leaves, for example as enforced by variation in leaf topography. PHYLLOSIM will be much more amenable to the inclusion of such topography in future versions of the model.

Despite their differences, the model of Pérez-Velázquez et al. [17] and PHYLLOSIM independently exposed the role of detachment in phyllosphere colonization by bacteria. From an experimental point of view, the detachment of single cells or small groups of cells from bacterial clusters and their relocation on the same leaf have not been studied extensively. Because detachment and relocation are sudden events that are not easy to quantify in vivo, little is known about their relative contribution to bacterial colonization of leaf surfaces. It has been observed that P. syringae cells can spread rapidly on wet leaves and are able to colonize areas on the leaf away from the point of inoculation [20]. Laboratory model surfaces that allow regulation of water activity also show the importance of a water film for dispersal [21]. Recently, in a study by Tecon & Leveau [22], use of the CUSPER bioreporter revealed that many leaf surface clusters of the model bacterial epiphyte P. agglomerans consisted of fewer cells than would be predicted based on the number of doublings that the cells in a given cluster had undergone. This observation supports the notion that detachment and relocation of bacteria within the waterscape on leaf surfaces are common at least during the early stages of leaf colonization. Our observations of bacterial behavior at the agarose-water interface (Figure 6 and 7a) are consistent with this notion. Although the conditions of our agarose-water experiments differed in important ways from the leaf experiment (i.e. agarose instead of actual leaf surface, Pantoaea agglomerans instead of Pseudomonas syringae), they add to the accumulating evidence that detachment is a process with general importance, not limited to one specific system. For example, detachment is also important in biofilm structure formation and dispersal [23, 24]. Our experiments also demonstrate the utility of our setup as an experimental tool in combination with GFP bioreporter technology to quantify the phenomena of detachment and relocation, which deserve more recognition in experimental designs and

Figure 6. Dynamics of growth, attachment, detachment and re-attachment of P. agglomerans 299R::JBA28 at the agarose-water interface. A) Micrographs showing the GFP-tagged bacteria at the surface of the gel medium at different times after inoculation. Cluster sizes are indicated. The bar represents 10 μm. B) Diagram summarizing the cluster dynamics observed in the experiment. Each black dot corresponds to an individual bacterium. Every line represents the fate of an individual immigrant or individual group of immigrants to the agar surface, while concentric circles correspond to different time points after inoculation. Numbers in brackets indicate multiple occurrences of that particular cluster scenario. C) Cluster distribution sizes at t = 5 h. None of the clusters contained more than 16 cells.

Figure 7. CUSPER-based demonstration of detachment and re-attachment of bacterial cells at the agarose-water interface. Plotted is the mean GFP content of CUSPER cells in a single cluster as a function of the size of that cluster, either as observed on the agarose surface (A) or collected from the liquid in contact with that surface (B). Each diamond represents a cluster for which GFP content and cluster size was recorded at t = 0 h (closed diamonds) or t = 6 h (open diamonds). GFP fluorescence and cluster size were measured by image cytometry and normalized to the average value of the population at t = 0 h. The stippled line represents the expected trend for clusters from which no cells ever detach: with each cell division, the log₂(fluorescence) decreases proportionally with the log₂(cluster size). The blue and red circles in panel A indicate clusters of 1 or 2 cells, respectively, with a GFP content similar to that of the majority of cells in the planktonic phase (panel B, open diamonds).

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0075633.g006

doi:10.1371/journal.pone.0075633.g007
conceptual models of how bacteria populate and explore leaf surfaces.

Bacterial detachment from clusters can be a passive or active process. In biofilms, shear stress has been described as a key contributor to cell dispersal [25], [26]. Similar hydrodynamic forces, for example those that occur when water droplets evaporate, may also promote bacterial detachment from clusters on the leaf surface. Passive detachment may explain the observations by Hirano et al. [27], who identified a positive impact of raindrop momentum (but not raindrop volume) on the growth of phyllosphere populations of Pseudomonas syringae on snap bean under field conditions. Possibly, this momentum caused single cells (or small clumps of cells) to dislodge from established bacterial clusters and to be relocated to other sites on the leaf surface where they form new bacterial clusters. Detachment may also be an active process, representing a response of cells to a changing environment [28], [29]. In biofilms, this response is sometimes linked to nutrient depletion and signal accumulation [30]. On leaf surfaces, limited access of bacteria to sugar [14] and iron [31] has been reported but never explicitly linked to cluster size or to the tendency of cells to leave those clusters. For P. syringae, it was shown that the accumulation of quorum sensing molecules such as N-acyl homoserine lactones occurs even in small clusters of about 10–40 cells [32] and induces many density-dependent behaviors, but it has not yet been studied in relation to bacterial detachment from clusters. More recently, a transcriptome study of P. syringae [33] showed that genes for flagellar motility, swarming motility, chemosensing and chemotaxis are induced during epiphytic growth, indicating definite potential of this bacterium to disperse while on leaf surfaces.

While the ‘detachment’ scenario provided a cluster size distribution that was qualitatively similar to the one found by Monier and Lindow [4], we note that there was a quantitative discrepancy between the model output and empirical data, i.e. Monier and Lindow [4] observed up to 60 times more clusters per size class at 8 days after inoculation. One explanation for this difference could be that our virtual leaves were inoculated with single cells only, whereas the experimental leaves were inoculated with what appeared to be already clusters of various sizes up to 16 cells (see Figure 1, ’0 days – non inoc’). The inoculum for the experiment was prepared by scraping bacteria from agar plates and resuspending them in water [4]. Incomplete disruption of cell clusters in the suspension thus prepared may explain why many P. syringae cells already occurred in clusters at time \( t = 0 \). Another possible explanation for the model-experiment discrepancy might be that P. syringae cells closely packed together in clusters switched to a state that involves the coordinated expression of traits that are regulated by cell density and clustering [34] and that improve access to nutrients. Many phyllosphere bacteria produce surfactants [35], which enhance leaf wetting and decrease the leaf’s contact angle [36], thereby increasing the leaf surface area that is available for nutrient leaching [15]. Bacteria have also been shown to increase cuticle permeability, which further increases diffusion of sugars and other nutrients [37]. Both types of ‘ecosystem engineering’ by leaf surface bacteria could explain an increase in total cells for each of the size categories, but only if the quorum sizes for upregulation of genes were relatively low due to strong clustering or diffusion limitation [34]. Indeed, a quorum size of as low as 13 cells has been reported for P. syringae on leaf surfaces [32].

In conclusion, our modeling suggests that dispersion by detachment and re-attachment is the main factor contributing to the observed distribution of clusters sizes on leaves under conditions of high relative humidity. Our experimental system designed to microscopically record attachment and detachment events confirms the existence of such a dispersal process. Under natural conditions, the waterscape is likely to be much more dynamic than we assumed in the model or on the agarose surface, both spatially and temporally. Under such conditions, which may feature events such as evaporation and rain [10], fragmentation and coalescence in the waterscape may result in an even greater degree of variation in bacterial dispersion. In its current form, PHYLLOSIM is not able to deal with such spatiotemporal variation in the waterscape. On the other hand, there are currently few quantitative data sets of bacterial dispersion under dynamic but defined conditions of water availability (e.g. [38]) that could be used to test such a model. Future efforts in this direction should focus on generating such data and on using them to validate and improve PHYLLOSIM for making predictions of bacterial colonization of the phyllosphere, and other unsaturated surfaces, under a wide range of waterscape scenarios.

Materials and Methods

Model Description

**Purpose.** The purpose of PHYLLOSIM is to simulate as closely as possible the bacterial clustering patterns in the phyllosphere as reported by Monier and Lindow [4] in order to understand the mechanisms that contribute to the variation in bacterial cluster sizes.

**Entities, state variables and scales.** On a 2D grid representing 1 mm² of leaf area, bacterial cells (the entities) were randomly spread across the leaf surface within the confines of one of several different waterscapes (see below). Edge effects were avoided by applying periodic boundary conditions. In order to keep simulation times reasonable, the 2D grid consisted of 100 × 100 elements, each representing 100 µm² of leaf. Since we compared our data with empirical data from the study by Monier and Lindow [4], we evaluated output data at the same time points as did these authors, i.e. after 0, 2, and 8 days of incubation, as well as after 16 days of incubation. Time steps of 60 s were used, resulting in 23,040 time steps for each scenario.

In the model, the state of each bacterial cell was characterized by the variables *colony id* and *biomass* (B). A newly formed bacterial cell received the same colony id as its parent cell. If the new cell detached from its original cluster, it would start a new colony with a new colony id so that bacterial cells with the same colony id belong to the same cluster. For each bacterium, biomass B was normalized to fall between 1 and 2 (see below). Each cell’s volume was equal to \( B \times 1 \text{ µm}^3 \), so that with an assumed height of 1 µm [4], each cell occupied an area of \( B \times 1 \text{ µm}^2 \) on a grid element. Clusters were assumed to consist of a monolayer of bacterial cells [4]. If the number of bacterial cells in a grid element exceeded 100, new daughter cells moved randomly to one of the surrounding grid elements. Each body of water (e.g. a water droplet) was characterized by the state variable *concentration of sugars in the water drop* (\( C_{\text{sink}} \)). Since the plants in the experiments of Monier and Lindow [4] were kept at 100% humidity, we assumed that water did not evaporate (i.e. volumes remained the same throughout the experiment).

**Process Overview per Submodel and Scheduling**

**Bacterial processes.** We assumed that sugar was the limiting substrate for bacterial growth [14], which was considered to follow Monod kinetics with \( \mu_{\text{max}} = 1.11 \times 10^{-4} \text{ s}^{-1} \) and \( K_s = 0.3 \text{ g m}^{-3} \) (Table 1, equation 4). These values were derived for another leaf colonizer, Pantoea agglomerans [14], as no such values are available for P. syringae. The rates of change of sugar

\[
\frac{\text{d}B}{\text{d}t} = \mu B - k B - \beta B C_{\text{sink}}
\]

\[
\frac{\text{d}C_{\text{sink}}}{\text{d}t} = -k B + \beta B C_{\text{sink}}
\]

\[
\frac{\text{d}\mu}{\text{d}t} = \mu_{\text{max}} \left( 1 - \frac{B}{K_s} \right) - \alpha \mu
\]

\[
\frac{\text{d}K_s}{\text{d}t} = \gamma B
\]
concentration and cells’ biomasses were discretized in time, so a certain concentration of sugar or amount of biomass was consumed or formed per time step, respectively. The consumption of sugars was described by the product of increase in biomass summed over all bacteria separately for each water body and the amount of sugars that a bacterial cell needs to replicate (Table 1, equation 5). Each time step, biomass B was incremented for each individual bacterium (Table 1, equation 6 and rule 1); if it reached or exceeded the value of 2, the bacterial cell divided. Any excess biomass was split equally between the two daughter cells.

**Diffusion of sugar across the leaf cuticle.** We assumed that mass transport (flow) of sugar from the plant’s interior to the water drop, and its contact angle was described by equation 1 (Table 1). Flow per area was proportional to the concentration difference between sugars inside the plant and in the water drops (equation 3, Table 1) and the permeability (P) of the leaf cuticle (which was assumed to be uniform across the surface). For P, we used values obtained with leaf cuticles of walnut (*Juglans regia*) [15], as no P values are available for bean leaf cuticles. We assumed that the rate of change of the concentration of sugar in the water drops was determined by the volume of the water drop, and the rates of flow and uptake of sugar by bacteria (equation 2, Table 1). Since diffusion of small molecules over short distances is fast [39], we assumed a uniform concentration of sugar within each droplet.

**Design Concepts**

**Emergence.** The size of bacterial clusters emerges from water-dependent sugar transport and the behavior (growth on sugar and detachment/re-attachment from developing clusters) of individual bacterial cells.

**Sensing.** Bacteria are able to sense the concentration of sugar available for growth.

**Collectives.** Bacteria are grouped into clusters (also referred to in the phyllosphere literature as microcolonies or aggregates).

**Observation.** The biomass of each individual, the colony id, the number of bacteria per water drop, the total number of bacteria and the concentration of sugar per water drop on the leaf over time were recorded. For model analysis, the size of individual bacterial clusters after 0, 2, 8 and 16 days was determined by counting the number of bacteria per cluster.

**Initialization**

To inoculate leaves with bacteria, Monier and Lindow [4] immersed leaves in a suspension of 10^5 bacterial cells/ml. If we assume that 1 mm^2 of leaf surface was covered by 0.1 μl of water [9], this would result in an average of 10 bacterial cells per mm^2. Thus, in our simulations, the number of bacterial cells inoculated onto the 1-mm^2 virtual leaf, was assumed to follow a Poisson distribution [40] with a mean of 10. Since bacteria were inoculated via a suspension, we assumed that all bacterial cells landed on the leaf in water. We also assumed that bacteria and their offspring stayed in the drop in which they arrived. The initial concentration of sugars in the water (C\text{init}) was set to 0. To create variation in lag time for cell division of each bacterium (i.e. the time it takes before first division) [41], [42], the initial biomass (B) of bacterial cells was assumed to follow a normal distribution with a mean of 1.5 and a standard deviation of 0.5, but the initial biomass was not allowed to be smaller than 1. Using these values, the time before the first division varied from 0 to 4.5 hours with an average of approximately 2.3 hours. This seemed to be a reasonable average lag time for *P. agglomerans* inoculated on leaves [7]; no data are available for *P. syringae*.

**Simulated Scenarios**

Different ‘waterscapes’ (Table 2) on a 1-mm^2 patch of leaf surface were simulated by keeping the total volume of water (0.1 μl) the same, but by varying the area covered by that water. This rule allowed us to study the impact of different waterscapes independent of total water volume. We started with the simplest assumption, the ‘null model’, in which the water covered the entire leaf surface uniformly as a continuous water film (Figure 2a). In the more complex ‘patchy water’ models, the leaf surface was covered by four water drops of 0.025 μl each (equally sized drops, Figure 2b) or by four water drops with different volumes and contact areas (Table 2, Figure 2c).

In a factorial design, we also tested these three model scenarios under the additional assumption that bacterial detachment occurred (‘detachment’ model), i.e. after division, a daughter cell had a certain probability of dispersal, to leave the division site and start a new colony by instant re-attachment at a random location within the same water body [21]. Probabilities of detachment of 2.5%, 5% and 10% were tested and random numbers were drawn from a uniform distribution.

**Computational Resources**

PHYLLOSIM was written in Netlogo 4.1RC3 [18]. A copy is available on request. All simulations were performed on a HP Compaq Business Desktop dc3800 - Core 2 Duo E8400 3.0 GHz. Three replicate simulations were conducted for each scenario and each run took about 1 computer hour.

**Statistical Analyses**

As a measure of fit (F) of the frequency distribution of cluster sizes predicted by PHYLLOSIM to those observed by Monier and Lindow [4], we calculated the summed absolute difference in relative frequency for all cluster size classes (n) according to the equation:

\[ F = 1 - \left( \frac{\sum \text{abs(relative frequency predicted, cluster size } n - \text{relative frequency observed, cluster size } n)}{\sum n} \right)^2 \]

In case of a perfect fit, F equals 1 and in case of a complete mismatch between data and model, F equals 0.

**Experimental Approach**

**Bacterial strain and culture conditions.** We chose *Pantoea agglomerans* 299R::JBA28 [43] as a model bacterial strain for testing the detachment hypothesis that emerged from our model simulations. *Pantoea agglomerans* (formerly known as *Erwinia herbicola*) is a common, well-characterized colonizer of leaf surfaces [7–9], [14], [15], [22]. The strain was routinely grown at 30 °C on Luria Bertani (LB) agar plates or in LB liquid cultures with 50 μg of kanamycin per ml. *P299R::JBA28* is equipped with a chromosomal mini-Tn5-Km cassette conferring resistance to kanamycin and containing the gfpmut3 gene under the control of the promoter P\text{~A1/04/03}, which provides the cells with constitutive expression of a stable green fluorescent protein (GFP). Strain *P299R::JBA28* carrying plasmid pCPP39 is also known as CUSPER [8]. It was maintained with 10 μg of tetracycline per ml to select for the plasmid. The lacP gene on pCPP39 represses expression of GFP and renders it inducible with IPTG at 1 mM final concentration. In the absence of IPTG, GFP-loaded CUSPER cells dilute GFP at a rate that is proportional to the rate of cell division [7].
Bacterial growth and detachment on surfaces. Mid-exponential bacterial cultures of *P.299R::JBA28* or CUSPER in LB medium were centrifuged at 2,500 g for 10 min. The cells were washed twice with M9 medium [44] devoid of a carbon source, and resuspended in the same medium to an optical density at 600 nm of approximately 0.02. M9 medium (without carbon source) containing 1% of agarose MP (Roche Diagnostics, Indianapolis, USA) was brought to a boil in a microwave oven and took images as described above. We analyzed CUSPER images using a macro created in the program Axiovision (version 4.8, Zeiss). Brieﬂy, phase contrast images were used to measure the surface area of each drop at t = 0 h and in the droplet that was in contact with the gel at t = 6 h, exposure time). We also sampled CUSPER cells in the bacterial inoculum at t = 0 h and in the droplet that was in contact with the gel at t = 6 h, by pipetting 5 μl on a piece of agarose gel, covered it with a coverslip and took images as described above. We analyzed CUSPER images using a macro created in the program Axiovision (version 4.8, Zeiss).
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